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What does a lawyer need to know? Should
law students learn about foreign languages
and foreign legal systems?
Christopher Bisping, Warwick*

A. Introduction

course or a language course with legal emphasis before

What does a lawyer need to know? The law, obviously.
But beyond that? German legal education has traditionally
placed great emphasis on instilling the minutiae of virtual-

The question which opened this essay has thus been answered by the legislator who prescribes a rather wide content for legal education. Law students thus diligently learn
about dispute settlement and mediation, how to conduct a
discussion and how to present an argument. They also rush
to study the courses on foreign law that all law faculties
have on offer. Whether the legislator’s stated aim to create competition between law faculties4 has been achieved
seems uncertain, and this is not the place to investigate it.
The question that shall be addressed here is whether there
is value for students in learning about a foreign law or leman legal system and wider society.

3

a long while. There is a certain obsession with detail in the
coverage of studies of law at German Universities, which
upon completion emit young lawyers that have enormous
factual knowledge, which is hopefully enriched by an
equivalent amount of skill. This method of training has occasionally led to a perception that even good lawyers are
otherwise of mediocre intelligence.1
This has somewhat changed with the reform of the Ger2
which introduced several new
compulsory elements into legal education as a prerequisite
be-all and end-all of legal education in Germany. This reform enriched legal education by so-called key skills, such
as negotiation management, how to conduct discussions,
dispute settlement, rhetoric, mediation, interview technique and communication skills. This not being thorough
enough, the legislator further declared that the areas of
concentration should serve to impart the interdisciplinary
and international connections of the law to students. The
latter are further strengthened by the mandate that students
must have successfully completed a foreign language legal

B. The Legal Market
Most students freely admit when asked why they are taking
a course on foreign law, that they must get the Sprachenschein
get this hurdle out of the way early on in their degree. The
is the most widely spoken second language among Geror Turkish law, the latter being mainly the reserve of those
who have family connections to Turkey. Most young lawglish or US law, which is one of the supporting arguments
German courts,5 which will be discussed now.
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ly the minimum length for legal studies had to be raised to four years
content without making corresponding cuts elsewhere was bound to
further prolong the time German law students have to spend at University.
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commercial litigation and also takes a large share of the
arbitration market.6 There have been attempts in the past

operate in. The international commercial courts in Abu
Dhabi13, Dubai14, Qatar15 and Kazakhstan16 have adopted
ples as the default law under which their judgments will
be given.
German lawyers are thus well advised to have a sound

into German court rooms instead. The bills of 20107 and
20148 to introduce international commercial chambers in
only in the oral hearing but in all stages of the proceedings, have fallen victim to the principle of discontinuity
when Parliamentary elections led to the assembly of a new
Bundestag. At present, a mostly identical bill is with the
legislator again but it is to be noted that since its inception
in 2018 the bill has not yet been debated.9 Nevertheless, in
be used in the oral proceedings in certain courts, and the
was not entirely successful and there are good reasons to
in German courts;10 most commentators are in favour of
broadening the appeal of German courts via the medium

of features of a common law system if they want to be able
to represent their clients in one of the international commercial courts, in international arbitration, or in a court
off remains to be seen; the success remains doubtful as
glish language and no other features commonly found in
international commercial courts are added. A positive development since the earlier attempts to introduce international commercial chambers has been that, in addition to
17
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in several parts of the world is to introduce international commercial courts, which invariably allow the use of
12
Many of this new type of court comprise additional features, giving them further competitive
advantage over traditional national courts. One trend is
towards introducing aspects which are traditionally associated with arbitration into these modern courts. Use of the

Discovering German
19

of the proceedings, inclusion of foreign judges or those
of a non-law background, greater openness for application
of the law chosen by the parties, limitation of appeals and
is for international commercial courts to be established
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Practicing international commercial law is the preserve of
the few though and not everybody would want to practice
this branch of law. The question then remains whether

One of the tools used by comparative lawyers in the presumptio similitudiness,22 the presumption of similarity:
as lawyers cannot possibly know about all legal systems
on earth, the may presume that within a legal family (i.e.
the common law family, the Germanic legal family, the

systems, and whether this comes alongside societal ben-

23

C. Domestic Advantages
The knowledge of a foreign legal system and language
allows German lawyers to advice clients from a different
is useful if the lawyer speaks the language of the foreign
spouse if their German is not very good. Non-German
nal acts will also relate better to a lawyer who speaks their
tion with foreign lawyers in those matters will be swifter

tion. While this can be criticised on several ground, it is
most German Universities. Lawyers with knowledge of
the understanding of a related legal system which they
have not studied before.

D. lingua franca
lingua franca of contemporary legal discourse.24 Like Latin facilitated the spread of

court they are bound to using the German language;20 in
though. Of advantage is here in particular the ability to
speak the foreign language. Knowledge of a foreign legal
system is less important.
Studying a foreign legal system in its own language brings
sented with different approaches to legal issues helps the

spoken second language. Similarly, contributions to the
millions across the world, while publishing in German is

25

its distinctive features and way of operating. This comdiscipline, a social science, that transcends the realm of
parative law is typically taught in German, of course, and
this is entirely adequate to teach the method and purpose
of comparative law. A fuller picture of the comparison is
available only via the direct appreciation of the foreign law
in its own language as translation necessarily involves an
act of interpretation which might distort the true meaning
that the foreign law has to a lawyer trained in it. To meet
this aspiration of teaching foreign legal systems, a well-de-

Young lawyers interested in contributing to the scholarly debate on items of general interest or wishing to shape
organisations, will need to do so in the language that all
contributors to the debate have in common, which is likely

E. Conclusion
This paper did not address the general question asked
whether lawyers should learn about legal systems other

the solutions they are presented with there with the ones
chosen in German law and should try to elaborate why
there might be differences. These skills do not only lead to
a better understanding of the subjects studied on German
law, they will also enable those future lawyers who work
in administration and policy making to shape the law from
a better-informed perspective.21
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they should. For those wishing to work in an international
ticular is inevitable. But for a fuller picture, law students

The limited importance of comparative law in legal education due
to time constraints is lamented by Jansen
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are well advised to keep an open mind and learn about the
structures and principles of other systems too. This will
not only enrich their studies, it will give them a deeper
understanding of their own national law and help them use
society too in that the future development of the law is
fed from a wider range of concepts and ideas and that minority groups in the population might be better catered for.
Whether the legislator’s aim to bring judicial business to
Germany by allowing parties to have court proceedings in
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